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PRESENTATION

The HURON PRO PUBERT® is a brush Weeder for hard surfaces.
This machine is efficient on asphalt floor, deactivated concrete, 
cobblestone, etc…
It allows to uproot the weeds and remove green moss on every hard 
soils. An innovative solution to say stop to phytosanitary products!

HIGH RESISTANCE METAL BRUSHES

The HURON PRO is equipped with a new brush technology, with 8 adjustable metal brush 
strands. 
These very durable brushes are made of high resistance metal brush strands crimped together. 
It provides low soil damage. An easy and quick brush length adjustment allows the wear 
compensation. 

USER BENEFITS 

This compact machine is very handy. 
Thanks to its height and lateral adjustable 
handlebar, it lateral offset/tilting and 
it rotation direction inverter driven on 
handlebar, this brush weeder feet the user 
and his environment.
Its inflated, puncture-proof wheels 
provide efficient grip on all surfaces, 
guaranteeing comfort and stability.
The controlled brush rotation speed at less 
than 200 rpm avoids stones projections 
on user and environment.

The HURON PRO makes it possible to limit the usually thankless and physical tasks done by 
hand. It also limits musculoskeletal disorders.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND ECONOMIC INTERESTS

This machine limits consumable waste and gives a good image of the city for its zero phyto 
commitment.
The recommended retail introductory price is less than 2 000 € HT.

Huron Pro
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MIXED ROTARY BRUSH OPTION

The weed brush can be replaced by a mixed rotary brush.
This brush is ideal for sweeping or defoaming after winter, and allows use on more sensitive 
grounds (paving, etc…). Its height is adjustable without tool for wear compensation.

MADE IN FRANCE

The HURON PRO was designed and manufactured in our PUBERT factories. This French 
origin is the guarantee of a constant quality and a know-how mastered for many years.
Our company PUBERT is known for its innovation culture and its «Made in France» technical 
know-how.

Brush rotation mecanical 
inverter  :

- Double rotation direction
- Driven on handlebar

Brush composed of hight 
resistance metallic strands, 
adjustable in lenght :

- Durability
- Quick ajustment for wear 
compensation
- Low soil domaging

Right and left brish offset :

- Offset and tilting for corners 
precise work
- Driven on handlebar

Heigth and lateral adjutable 
handlebar :

- Feet the user and his 
environment

Effective drive inflate wheels Ø375 :

- Efficient grip 
- Stability and comfort
- Puncture resistance

Weeding brush :

- Quick brush replacement 
without tool

Compact machine :

- Effortless driven
- Very handy
- Hard-to-reach area working

Option : 

Mixed rotary brush :

- Sensitive ground (paving...)
- Sweep
- Adjustable height
without tools

Anchor ring

Adjustable plant waste 
holding mudflap


